In this paper we examine convex optimal control problems with linear dynamics. Time-delays appear in the convex cost and in the linear dynamics. We consider problems where a delay parameter appears in the dynamics and another delay parameter appears in the cost function. We produce a Fenchel duality scheme which yields a dual problem similar to the primal problem. Necessary and sufficient optimality conditions of a subdifferential form are obtained. ᮊ 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we examine convex optimal control problems which are w x closely related to the problems examined in 1, 6, 7, 10 . These are optimal control problems with convex cost in which the delay appears in the control variable and in the linear dynamics. The results obtained here improve in significant respects the techniques previously employed, based on elimination of the time-delay by introduction of an infinite-dimensional w x state space, or on the method of steps 5 .
Ž . We consider problems where the delay parameter g 0, 1 appearing in Ž . the linear dynamics may be different than the delay parameter g 0, 1 appearing in the cost. For simplicity of exposition we present the case of single delays. It is straightforward to extend our results to problems with multiple delays , , . . . , and , , . . . , . The interval on which the problem with a delay in the state, following a method based on the fact that the state equation,
x t s A t x t q A t x t y q B t u t
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . can be replaced by a delay-free evolution equation:
x t s A t x t q B t u t Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ñ n w x on the Hilbert space ‫ޒ‬ = L y, 0 . The problem is then treated as a 2 delay-free convex optimization problem. Duality theorems for the original control problem are thereby obtained. There are significant restrictions on Ž the data beyond those we require e.g., they limit attention to state n w x n w x. trajectories over AC 0, 1 rather than AC 0, 1 and optimality condi- 2 1 Ž tions are not explicitly expressed in terms of the initial data i.e., in order . to eliminate delays, it is difficult to keep contact with the original problem .
Another approach, where duality theorems for time-delay problems can be obtained as corollaries of known delay-free results, is to use the method w x of steps 5 . However, two major restrictions are the reason for not adopting this method. The first is that the time-interval must be an integer Ž . Ž multiple of the delay parameter commensurate delays . The second and . more important is that delays cannot appear in the cost because the Ž w x Fenchel conjugate of the reformulated cost which is the sum of L see 5 i w x.
Ž . and 11 is not the sum of the Fenchel conjugates L *. This is due to the i fact that Fenchel conjugacy and addition do not commute. Some results concerning linear-convex control problems with time-delay in the dynamics Ž . w x based on the method of steps can be found in 11 .
This work examines optimal control problems with time-delay in the control and the dynamics. Our results improve significantly on previous work on linear-convex optimal control problems with time-delay for a number of reasons. No restriction of those mentioned above is imposed. Optimality conditions explicitly depend on the initial data. Furthermore, we suggest a method for solving a large class of control problems with time-delay making use of the dual problem and the optimality conditions Ž . see Section 4 . We can expect in many cases that the dual problem is more tractable Ž . Ž . than the primal since it turns out to be i finite-dimensional Section 4 or Ž .
ii a delay-free calculus of variations problem. Our approach, however, can be of great help for any problem since evaluation of the cost of the dual problem at a point of its domain supplies a lower bound on the infimum cost of the original problem. w x w x We refer to 8, 9 for the proof of some standard results and to 9, 10 for Ž . more explicit and milder conditions which imply continuity of a functional which is necessary to provide strong duality of infima. The emphasis in this paper is on optimality conditions and solutions of the dual problem as an intermediate step to the solution of the original problem. The convexity assumptions do make the problems we treat rather special. However, results for convex problems can indicate methods for approaching nonconvex problems and in some cases can provide an intermediate w x step in the proof of such results 3 .
We denote by the characteristic function of the interval A, :
Ž . We denote by и * the convex Fenchel conjugate of a convex function. That is,
Ž .
x
The concave conjugate of a concave function g is defined as
x Ž . When a function is convex, и * denotes the convex conjugate, and when it is concave, it denotes the concave conjugate.
We consider problems of the form
ϱ C is convex and closed. P Ž .
0
We assume that the following conditions are valid: Ž . ued function t ª U t is measurable and U t is closed and convex for w x w x each t g 0, 1 . In terminology of 8 , K is a Caratheodory integrand and, Ä 4 extending K to ‫ޒ‬ j qϱ in order to incorporate convex constraints, we get a normal convex integrand. Ž . Ž . We set up a dual problem D having a character similar to P , we give 0 conditions under which the dual problem has a minimizer, and finally Ž . interpret minimizers for D as providing Lagrange multipliers which Ž . appear in optimality for P . We consider a single delay for simplicity of 0 exposition; our results extend in an obvious way to accommodate multiple delays. Problems with no delay in the cost or with no delay in the dynamics Ž . can be seen as special cases of P .
Ž . We will apply the duality scheme of Fenchel see 9 to problem P . 0 We will incorporate the constraints into the cost functions by defining
and
otherwise.
Ž . Thus, P is reduced to
We define a function
Ž . Condition 1 is the following:
Ž . The fundamental matrix X t, s is the matrix satisfying
Ž . with X s, s s I and X t, s s 0 for t -s, where I is the n = n identity matrix and 0 the n = n zero matrix.
problem is equivalent to the problem
Ž . function and Condition 1 is a linear constraint.
Ž . We define the dual problem to P to be
where
ϱ ŽV * denotes the space of all continuous linear functionals on V and P* the . convex conjugate of P, Q* the concave conjugate of Q .
We can restrict our attention to the effective domains of P*, Q*, that is,
Ž . Ž .x and Q* ␣ *, ␤ *, x* и , u* и ,¨* и ) yϱ. By a standard result of duality Ž w x. theory and its extension to problems with time-delay see 9 , we have the following proposition.
n w x x* и g L 0, 1 , ␣* s 0, ␤ * s 0, and Ž . m w x Ž . m w x 9 , we can show that u* и g L 0, 1 ,¨* и g L y, 1 y . Thus, the 1 1 concave conjugate of Q is We must now take into account the end-point constraint:
We will make use of the following lemma.
Ž .
k w x LEMMA 1.3. Let a и be in L 0, 1 and the set A be defined as 
Ž . and setting r и s¨* t , we get 
DUALITY OF INFIMA
In order to make use of the dual problem to obtain optimality conditions Ž . for the primal problem P , we must have strong duality of infima. That is, ϱ Ž .
Ž . inf P s yinf D . An extra continuity condition involving the initial data ϱ will be needed.
Ž .
n w x Ž .
Ž . w x and x t s t a.e. on y , 0 ,
e. on 0, 1 and u t s t a.e. oñ˜˜w x y, 0 , w x n w x m w x and such that the functional P и is continuous in L 0, 1 , L 0, 1 ,
x We refer to 9, 10 for conditions explicitly related to the functions l, L Ž . and the multifunction t ª U t which imply the above continuity condi-Ž Ž . m w x tion. It is satisfied in particular when there exist u t g L 0, 1 and añ 
Ž . Ž .
ϱ w x Proof. By the continuity condition, we have that P и is continuous at a w x Ž point w where Q w ) yϱ since w satisfies the constraints and thẽ˜. Žw x dynamics . By a classical result of duality theory see 9, Theorem 1 , we get w x w x w x w x inf P w y Q w s y min Q* w* y P* w* , Proof. By convex conjugacy, we have
Ž . 
Ž . Thus, we have established strong duality of P and D and we will 1 Ž make use of this duality of infima to give optimality conditions necessary . Ž . and sufficient for problem P . 
OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
Ž .
The optimality conditions for P are of a subdifferential form. We 1 show necessity and sufficiency separately in order to exhibit the role that strong duality plays in necessary conditions for the class of convex problems. Notice the interpretation that duality theory places on multipliers: solutions to the dual problem serve as Lagrange multipliers for the dynamic constraints in the primal problem and vice versa. Ž . x и , u и is optimal for the problem P .
w0, 1y x ² : q u t y y u t y , r t y .
m w x Thus, using an appropriate sequence r и in L y, 1 y such that k ϱ a.e.
6
. r T we obtain
Ž . Ž . 
EXAMPLE
We now give an example of how dual problems can be used to obtain solutions for the primal problem. We must emphasize the fact that, for many convex optimal control problems, the dual problem is essentially a finite-dimensional convex optimization problem. The following Ž . simple one-dimensional example suggests a method for solving the primal problem by solving a finite-dimensional dual problem.
Consider the problem: 
